RENAISSANCE CAMEO OF GALBA (?) IN MODERN GOLD SETTING
Europe, 17th (?) century
Onyx and gold
Weight: 10.2 g.; circumference: 51.8 mm.; size: US 6, UK L ½
First in the “Year of the Four Emperors,” Galba (Servius Sulpicius Galba Caesar Augustus) only
held power for seven months before he was assassinated in January 69. Imperial sculptures and
coins of Galba, like this cameo, present a man with rather tough features and a severe look: his
chin hooks up toward a boxer’s nose that seem to oppose his loose jowls and thick neck. The
stone’s qualities are used to give the cameo an uncanny naturalism that is not present in other
mediums.
Description
Substantial D-section hoop in brushed gold supports an oval bezel set with an onyx (white upper
layer, translucent beige lower layer). The carving depicts a man in profile facing to the viewer’s
right. The surface is carved with a wonderful variety of depth lending a naturalistic sense of skin,
muscle and fat that plays with the whiteness of the onyx’s top layer. The man wears his hair in an
imperial style, but the headdress appears to be a fillet, not a laurel. The cameo is in excellent
condition; the setting is modern.
Literature
A Renaissance coin of Galba in the Metropolitan Museum of Art displays a similar profile
(09.194.25 b). See also a gold aureus in the Art Institute of Chicago (1922.4864), a silver denarius
RIC 224. BMCRE 12. Sear RCV 2102 var). See also two Renaissance cameo examples in the
Medici Collection (no.s 82 and 233, Tondo and Vanni, 1990). There is another sixteenth-century
cameo in the British Museum (1867, 0507.515, published in Dalton 1915, no. 330) and one in the
Royal Collection (RCIN 43761). For general information on Renaissance cameos see Henig et al,
1994; Kris, 1930; and Cameo Appearances, 2008.
Reference number: 336-3
Price: $10,000
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